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Annie’s Flower Power Rug and Footstool
Designed by Cindi Gay
Version update: March 2013
Rug size: 31” x 42.5"
Finished size of footstool: 16" x 16" x 15" high including feet that are 6" high.

Copyright Cindi Gay 2012

Both patterns are available directly from
my website at cindigay.com. The
instructions are available as a download
when you purchase your pattern. You
will receive an email with the link when
your purchase is complete.

These hooking instructions for the rug
and footstool are identical. Step by step
finishing instructions for the footstool are
available on my website.
The quantities given are enough wool to
complete the center section of the rug or
footstool and a few rows around the
outer edge of the rug, basically
everything EXCEPT the hit and miss. I
hooked with a #7 or #8 cut for most of
this piece because that size was my
favorite at the time. Use a smaller cut,
#3 or #4 (cut a #8 in half), for the Queen
Anne flower dots. Use the leftovers and scraps from your prior hooking to hook
the hit and miss on the sides. I usually reduce the cut size for all the
backgrounds I hook. I used a variety of #6 and #7. The smaller loops demand
less attention so the background fades into the . . background.

These instructions are copyrighted. Please do not copy. ©Cindi Gay 2013
They are available for free with each pattern purchase.
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Qty of Wool Needed – Annie’s Flower Power
Qty are 1/16 yard pieces or approximately 3.75” x 36” before washing or dyeing.
Typical width of wool is 60” divided by 16 = 3.75” using these instructions.

Qty
Footstool

Qty
Rug

ID

Description

6

12

A

Background Accent

6

16

B

Background

5

10

S1

Scroll outline only – I used a mixture of golds

4

8

S2

Scroll fill *this can be the same wool as S1. I used a
gold windowpane on a green background.

For the rose, line these up and check to see if they blend with each other.
Ideally they will form a gradation from light to dark
1

2

D

Darkest, for the shadow parts of the rose, I used a red
and navy check

3

6

F

Your main plaid wool in your Favorite color, I used a
red check plaid

1

2

X

X A coordinating plaid that is darker than but relates to
O and lighter than F, I used a gold plaid

2

4

O

Rose Outline that gives a sparkle, I used a solid gold

Other accents
2

4

P

Poison or a bright accent I used a solid bright pink

3

6

M

A Multi-colored coordinating plaid

2

4

C

A texture in a different Color, similar value

1

2

G1

Green –use a mix from your scrap bag

1

2

W

White for the Queen Ann’s lace, texture preferred
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** These quantities are NOT tested. Please let me know how they worked for
you so I can refine them.
Remember that the list above and these instructions are a SUGGESTED way to
hook this rug if you need help getting started. Feel free to add more colors and
place them however you like. Please send me a finished photo with your
permission to post it on the Internet. I love to see what you come up with. If you
followed this plan closely, please let me know so I can identify it as a version
hooked with my instructions. I often don’t recognize them. They all turn out so
differently.
These instructions were written to help you hook your rug. They do not match
exactly how I hooked it. I would do a lot of things differently today. Trust your
instincts. If you are inspired to use a totally different method, please do.
Some students have been reluctant to share a photo of their finished pieces
because they changed something in the design. This is perfectly acceptable.
You are purchasing the right to hook the pattern once, not locked into hooking it
exactly as provided. I even change my own patterns as I hook them.

Background
I hooked my footstool using 2 rows of darker background wool around each
motif. You could use a lighter wool or something that is the same value but a
different color, or simply hook the background all one color. Remember this is
your stool and there is no right or wrong way. These instructions are simply
suggestions if you need help.
Background Accent wool is the wool you will use to hook around each of the
motifs. Label that wool A. The background fill wool is
labeled B.
Hook the background with 1-2 rows of the Accent wool
around each motif. Fill in the remaining area with
Background. I used a mix of various wools overdyed to
coordinate beautifully. You can order this wool from my
website. Look for Antique Background. The dark
outlining can be omitted if you like. Hook the background in a wiggly line.
Quilters call it stippling. See more background instructions on my website at the
rug e-School.
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Scroll, S1, S2

Outline the scroll with S1 and fill with S2. It is not shown on the pattern but you
can hook a vein down the center of the scroll with the wool of your choice. I used
a rich dark green wool, M would also work. Hook the vein only in the areas
where it will fit comfortably. It may be difficult to fit the vein into the space
depending on your choice of cut size. On the larger rug be sure to work a row on
one side of the scroll then a row on the other side. By alternating the sides you
work from, you will minimize any distortion and keep the shape of your scroll
intact.
Note how the background is extended into the scroll area around the motifs that
extend over the scroll. Hook the background around both sides of the scroll to
keep it from blending into the hit and miss.

Rose O, X, F, D
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Hook the outline of each petal with O and/or X. See the picture for placement. I
outlined the outer petals and the center with the lightest, O. Hook slightly inside
the motif lines for the outer petals. You can hook right on the lines for the inner
petals or just slightly inside, using X. Hook a row of shadow using D as indicated
in the drawing. Fill the remaining area with F.
An alternate way to hook this rose is the way I hooked it. Outline the petals with
O and X. Then use X on the larger petals that you outlined in O for a row or two.
Next fill with F leaving a small spot for D. Both methods work well.

Egg Flower M, C, F, P, X, O, D
Starting in the center, hook one row around
the outline of the center with F. Next hook
the outline of the medium circle in the center
with X. Finally hook HALF of the smallest
circle outline with D. Finish the outline and fill
the remaining area with C.
Hook one row of D on the OUTSIDE of the
medium circle outline. This will leave a small
area that you will fill with F. Fill the medium
circle with more X.

2
3
1
4

1

7
5

Follow these directions for the color
placement on the petals or make up your
own. Use three or four different wools
depending on your cut size.

6

The petals are numbered starting at the squiggle and moving toward the center
of the rug or counter clockwise.
Petal

Outline

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

F
P
C
P
F
C
P

Row 2

Row 3

M
P
C
M
F
X
M
C
C
X
M
F
F
C
* Use only if space allows

Row 4*
C
D
P
X
O
P
X
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Squiggle O, X
The squiggle is hooked with O and X.
Starting at the free end, use the lighter wool
until you get about ½ way around. Then
switch to the darker wool, which will then
appear to go underneath the lighter strip you
just hooked. My squiggle is not hooked that
way so the photos are not going to help you
there. I think it can be done better. Follow
this illustration.

Posie G, O, X, P, C, M
Outline the center with G. Hook the spiral
with O and fill in the remaining area with
X.
Outline all the petals with P. At the base
of each petal I hooked a row of G. It was
left in by error from a prior attempt that did
not work, but I liked it with these colors, so
I left it in. It seems to give the center
more definition (if your G is darker than
X). Fill each petal with C and M
alternating their placement.
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Daisy D, P, O, X, F, D, M
Outline the center with D. I filled the center with P and D using the beading
stitch. It was a bit difficult going in such
a tight circle, but I loved the effect. You
could hook dots and fill instead, if you
like.
Outline each of the petals half way with
O; use the picture as your reference.
Finish the outline with X; continuing the
outline next to the bright yellow as a
second row. Fill each petal next with a
row or 2 of F. Fill the remaining area
with D.
Hook the spray lines with M. The dots
at the end are P. Use a smaller cut to
get a more round dot.

Ink Blot O, X, P, M
Outline the center with O. Fill the remaining
area of the center with X.
Outline the flower with P. Hook one row of M
next to the outline. Fill the remaining area with
C.
**I did not hook this flower according to the
instructions.
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Queen Anne G, O, X , W
Hook the petals and stem with G. Hook one row
of background around the leaves.
ALTERNATIVE: eliminate the stems
completely.
Hook the lines in the center of the flower with a
SMALL CUT (#3 OR #4). Hook the center one
first with O. To be sure the spacing is correct;
hook the outer lines next with X, starting with
the ones nearest the leaves. Only the one in
the center is the light, bright color. Now hook a
row of dark outline around these lines. I like to
use a smaller cut here because the spaces are
so small. Next you will be hooking the white
dot, W, at the tip of each line. If you use a #4 cut you can
get a tail, 2 loops and a tail in. Do not hook a straight line.
Hook a dot, as shown in the drawing to the right using just
two loops and placing the tails in the same hole.
Hook a row of background around each dot. Begin the
second row of dots by working from each side. Hook the
first dot in the outer row closest to the leaves. Hook a row
of background around it. Hook the next dot and then its
background. This method will insure that you will be able to
fit a full row of background around each dot. Do not worry if your dots do not line
up directly over the ones drawn on the pattern. Just keep your dots on the
imaginary line created on the pattern.

Outer Border of the Rug Pattern
Hook a few rows of the left over background around the outside of the rug. You
will want to hook at least one row of this before you start the hit and miss so you
have something to hook against. Several rows will help to smooth out the edges.
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Hit and Miss
The Hit and Miss Edges are hooked in a roughly vertical manner. I did not hook
them perfectly straight. I fell in love with crooked when I hooked Karen Kahle’s
“Antique Rose Runner.” Compare the hit and miss on this rug with the hit and
miss on my rug, “Ally’s Cat.” You can see both on my website,
www.cindigay.com. Click on the rug gallery or search for hit and miss. Use
whatever strips are leftover from the top of your footstool and add liberally from
your own collection. This will help to make the rug your own.
For those of you concerned about the wool quantities, split the remaining wool
into four piles. Use only one pile per side, adding your own wools as desired.
Don’t fuss too much over this. It is usually impossible to tell if the colors are
evenly spaced. Have fun. This is a time to play and experiment.

Finishing
My favorite way to finish a rug is explained here:
http://cindigayrughooking.com/series/fold-forward-finish/
Footstool finishing instructions are here:
http://cindigayrughooking.com/series/footstool-construction/
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